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New proofs are given for certain cases of the Scholz-Brauer problem in
addition chains .
A sequence of integers 1 = a o < a1 < . . . < a t = n is said to be an
addition chain for n if, for i > 0, ai = a, + a k for some 0 < j, k < i.
The value t is called the length of the chain . The smallest value for t is
denoted by 1(n) and a corresponding chain called a minimal chain for n .
Scholz [3] proposed the following inequalities for 1(n) .
m + 1 < 1(n) < 2m
	
for 2° + 1 < n < 2m+
1,
m - 1, (1)
and
1(2m - 1) < 1(m) + m - 1 . (2)
Brauer [1] proved (1) and also proved (2) provided there is a minimal
chain {at}~(o for m with
a,=aa_1+a., 0<Q<p-1 <1(m)-1 .
The inequality (2) is called the Scholz-Brauer problem .
Let
(3)
m=2"+2a2+
. .
.+
.2% oi l
>a2>
. . .
>as i0
. (4)
Utz [4] uses four lemmas to prove (2) for those values of m in (4) with
s = 1 or 2; and Gioia, Subbarao and Sigunamma [2] with s = 3. Whyburn
[5] has simplified this proof of [2] . In this note we show that the proofs of
Utz may also be simplified .
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Form = 2111 +2
a2 ,
a l > 11 2 0, 1(m) > al H- 1 by (1), and using the
addition chain
1, 2, 2 2, . . ., 2 112, . . ., 2 °`l, 2 111 -}- 2
112
= m, (5)
1(m) < al + 1 . Thus (5) is a minimal chain for m of the form (3), and (2)
follows from Brauer's result .
For m = 211, 1(m) >, a by (1), and using the addition chain
1, 2, 22 , . . ., 2a = m, one has 1(m) < a . Thus we have a minimal chain for m
of the form (3), and (2) again follows from Brauer's result .
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